GENERAL ASSEMBLY
THIRTY-SEVENTH PLENARY SESSION
Friday, 1 - Saturday, 2 July 2011
KYIV

AGENDA

1. Opening Ceremony
   Statements by Personalities

2. Matters of Procedure
   a) Adoption of the Agenda (Doc.GA37/AG/11)
   b) Examination of New Credentials (Doc.GA37/CRED/11)
   c) Approval of the Minutes of the Thirty-Sixth Plenary Session of the General Assembly in Trabzon on 3 - 4 November 2010 (Doc.GA36/MIN/10)
   d) Progress Report of the Parliamentary Assembly (Doc. GA37/PROG/11)

3. General debate: Legislative support of the transition to “green” economy
   ♦ Statements by Speakers/Heads of national delegations

4. Elections of the Vice-Presidents of the PABSEC

5. Elections of the PABSEC Secretary General

6. Elections of the PABSEC Deputy Secretaries General

7. Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
   a) The Ministerial Meetings of the BSEC Member States during the Hellenic and Romanian BSEC Chairmanship-in Office (November 2010 – June 2011)
      ♦ The 23rd Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member States, 26 November 2010, Thessaloniki (Doc. GA37/REP/BSEC/23rdCMFA/10)
      Joint Declaration on Combating Climate Change in the wider Black Sea area
      ♦ The Meeting of the Ministers in charge of Tourism of the BSEC Member States, 15 November 2010, Athens (Doc. GA37/BP/BSEC/MIN-TOUR/10)
      Declaration of the Ministers in Charge of Tourism of the BSEC Member States
The 8th Meeting of the Ministers of Interior of the BSEC Member States, 14 April 2011, Bucharest (Doc.GA37/BP/BSEC/MIN-INT/11)
Joint Declaration of the Ministers of Interior of the Member States of the BSEC on Regional Efforts on Preventing and Combating Corruption

The Meeting of the Ministers in charge of Economy of the BSEC Member States, 17 May 2011, Bucharest (Doc. GA37/BP/BSEC/MIN-EC/11)
Joint Declaration of the Ministers in charge of Economy of the BSEC Member States

The Meeting of the Ministers on Environment Protection of the BSEC Member States, 31 May 2011, Bucharest (Doc. GA37/BP/BSEC/MIN-ENV/11)
Joint Declaration adopted at the Meeting of the Ministers in charge of Environmental Protection of the BSEC Member States

The 24th Meeting of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the BSEC Member States, 8 June 2011, Bucharest (Doc. GA37/REP/BSEC/24CMFA/11)

b) Information on the Activities of the Organisation of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation

c) Information on the BSTDB’s developments and strategy

8. Economic, Commercial, Technological and Environmental Affairs

a) Report on “GMO (genetically modified organisms) application in the BSEC countries: economic and environmental aspects” (Doc. GA37/EC36/REP/11)
b) Recommendation 120/2011 on “GMO (genetically modified organisms) application in the BSEC countries: economic and environmental aspects”(Doc.GA37/EC36/REC120/11)

9. Legal and Political Affairs

a) Report on “The role of parliaments in providing legislative support for enhancing scientific and technological progress” (Doc. GA37/LC37/REP/11)
b) Recommendation 121/2011 on “The role of parliaments in providing legislative support for enhancing scientific and technological progress” (Doc. GA37/LC37/REC121/11)

10. Cultural, Educational and Social Affairs

a) Report on “Observance of the sanitation standards of the World Health Organisation in the BSEC Member-States” (Doc.GA37/CC36/REP/11)
b) Recommendation 122/2011 on “Observance of the sanitation standards of the World Health Organisation in the BSEC Member-States” (Doc. GA37/CC36/REC122/11)

11. Financial Matters

Auditing Report for the Financial Year 2010 (Doc. GA 37/AUDIT10/11)

12. The 2011 Autumn Session of the General Assembly
Date, venue and agenda

13. Rotation of the Presidency

14. Closing of the General Assembly